MVL Bronze

MVL Silver

Non advice service

Advice driven service

Tax friendly – entrepreneur’s
relief

Tax friendly - entrepreneur’s
relief

Quick access to 100% of
funds day one of liquidation

Quick access to 75% of funds
day one of liquidation

Distribution in Specie

Best MVL if S455 interest is due

Best MVL if company has
stopped trading and no assets
or liabilities just a cash balance

Best MVL if Corporation Tax
not finalised, assets on balance
sheet and employees

Suitable for contractors

Fixed Fee

£850

Suitable for contractors,
consultant or larger companies

Fixed Fee

£2,000

MVL Gold
Bespoke and advice driven
service
Discussions with company’s
professional advisors
Restructuring and realisation
of going from a live business
to liquidation
Taking a commercial approach
to asset realisation
Dealing with creditors
Contingent liabilities

Fixed Fee

£5,000

Plus disbursements

Plus disbursements

Plus disbursements

Plus VAT (Usually Reclaimable)

Plus VAT (Usually Reclaimable)

Plus VAT (Usually Reclaimable)

What is an MVL?

SOLVENT LIQUIDATION of

What are the
benefits of an MVL?

TAX EFFICIENT - Shareholders pay as

a company.

POSITIVE end to a company’s life.
TAX EFFICIENT exit route for
shareholders.

You could say an MVL is a positive end
to a company’s life. The process closes
the company, leaving no outstanding
matters and provides a potentially tax
efficient and lucrative exit for company
shareholders.

little as 10% capital gains tax.
LOW COST - prices as low as £850 +
VAT.
TURNAROUND - Turnaround &
distribution of cash to shareholders from
day one of appointment (Bronze) from
trusted MVL experts
An MVL is a POSITIVE process - if you
have a cash rich company and want to
keep your tax bills low, then an MVL
could be the way forward.

Are you ready
for an MVL?

If you can answer YES to the
questions below, then you are ready to
make the first step with us.
Are you (or your clients) planning
to make distributions of more than
£25,000 to shareholders?
Can the shareholders claim reliefs
allowing them to pay 10% tax?
Is the company nearing the end of its
life?
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